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Apple and Disney want more than your money. They want to influence
your behavior. Disney’s MagicBand wearable is teaching hundreds of
thousands of Walt Disney World visitors how easy it is to manage their
vacations with a simple swipe of the wrist. The Apple Watch promises
to empower consumers to use their wrists and voices to perform actions
ranging from buying coffee to controlling the temperatures of their homes.
I use the term “market maker” to refer to a person or business that shapes our lives and behaviors. Small,
nimble businesses such as Airbnb and Uber are market makers because they have upended lodging and
transportation by convincing people to share services with each other. But as Apple and Disney show, big
brands can be market makers, too -- and big brands wield more scale. The Apple Watch and MagicBand
are imperfect devices that promise to get better as more people use them (the MagicBand, with a two-year
head start on the Apple Watch, has already done so). But what makes Apple and Disney market makers isn’t
their focus on making better products: it’s their vision to create an extension of you.
This point of view analyzes the three reasons why the MagicBand and Apple Watch are designed to succeed, as well as tips for your business to embrace wearables.
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An Extension of You
Apple and Disney designed the Apple Watch and MagicBand to look good, and they need to look good. The
devices are designed to be visible extensions of you, worn prominently on your wrist instead of being tucked
away in your pocket. Disney wants Disney World patrons to use their MagicBands to manage their entire stays,
including checking into their lodging, buying souvenirs, reserving their ride times via the FastPass+ system, and
getting their meals served -- akin to using a wristband to live in a city. Apple has even grander ambitions: your
Apple Watch is the key to not only buying goods and services, but also handling myriad other aspects of your
life, such as managing your fitness.
Apple and Disney need you to feel comfortable about wearing your devices, and for good reason: wearables
have been marred by ugly design, and who wants to wear a device that embarrasses the owner? Appearance is
so crucial that Apple has departed from its usual custom of providing simple product options and instead provides 38 different Apple Watch designs, ranging in price
from $349 to $17,000. Similarly, the Disney MagicBands
are available in many different colors (at prices ranging
from $12.99 to $29.99), and Disney makes it possible
for MagicBand owners to “show off your Disney side” by
customizing its look with accessories such as an R2-D2
Magic Slider.
But what makes Apple Watch and MagicBand game
changers are their ease of use. Both devices eliminate an
action: digging through your belongings to conduct an
action. Have you ever found yourself fumbling around for
your iPhone to search for a restaurant on Yelp? Dropped
your Disney room key while trying to lasso your kids as you
dig through your backpack? Apple and Disney just eliminated those aggravating moments and replaced them
with more fluid, graceful user interfaces such as swiping,
glancing, and speaking.
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As has been reported by Fast Company’s Austin Carr and Wired’s
David Pierce, both Disney and Apple have paid as close attention
to the design of the user experience as they have the product itself. For MagicBands to work, they need to interact flawlessly with
sensors embedded throughout the Disney World theme parks, in
stores, restaurants, hotel rooms, and admission gates. The Disney
design team, working with agency Frog, needed to ensure that
every customer touch point feels unobtrusive. For instance, if you
swipe your MagicBand at a park admission post and your entry
is invalid, the post emits a gentle, nonthreatening blue light as
opposed to, say, a flashing red light that screams, “Something is
wrong here,” which could embarrass a patron.
Disney’s attention to design has not gone unnoticed. In November 2014, Usability expert Jared Spool said that the MagicBand
“could be the biggest user experience story of 2014.” As Spool
noted, Disney made no compromises in order to make the user
experience work consistently.
On the other hand, as reported
in Wired, Apple tasked its human
interface group to design the
Apple Watch as a means to an end, not just a cool product, which mean
tackling a fundamental challenge: after designing interfaces for screens
the size of iPhones, iPads, and MacBooks, how would Apple compel
people to use a micro screen small enough to fit on your wrist? Apple’s
design team needed to “rethink every interaction, every
animation, every function.”
Apple realized that the key was to turn the small size of the
screen into a strength: instead of becoming a distraction
(as an iPhone can be), the screen would be a natural complement to your day just as a watch is supposed to be.
Glancing at your watch to tell time does not feel like a distraction; similarly, glancing at your watch to check the score
of a baseball game or to respond to a text could be just
as fluid and natural. The key is to rely on gentle onscreen
notifications to encourage owners to glance at their screens
instead of tapping them. Moreover, Apple has made it easy
for owners to respond to texts and to conduct searches by
speaking to the watch. The resulting watch design gives
owners an easy option to ignore information if they don’t
want to be disturbed. And you can reply to texts by speaking to your watch; your message can be delivered either as
a text or audio file.
It’s ease of use that makes the products a natural part of
our lives – something that Google Glass failed to grasp. My
colleague Gib Olander of SIM Partners recently blogged
about this distinction in a post discussing his initial impressions
of the Apple Watch.
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He wrote:
The Apple Watch is the anti-Google Glass. I was an early adopter of Google Glass. I felt like I had to adapt to Google
Glass. The Apple Watch adapts to me -- which is a huge distinction that will help Apple Watch succeed where Glass
did not.
I remember the wow factor of first putting on Google Glass and taking a
photo of the New York skyline. I felt like I was in a new world. But unfortunately I always felt like I was in a new world when I put on my pair of
Google Glass, a world that wasn’t very comfortable or intuitive. Google Glass always felt like a foreign object trying to insert itself into my
life. But the Apple Watch feels like a part of me. One of the reasons is
that the watch uses the same kind of technology and apps I am accustomed to having on my iPhone. But because the watch is on my wrist,
using the device feels more personal, comfortable, and natural than
using iPhone. When I want to check on a sports score (which I do more
frequently during Major League Baseball season), I simply glance at
my watch, a gesture akin to telling time. I don’t have to dig into my
pocket and search for my phone. The Apple Watch removes a barrier
to getting information throughout the day.

Not only are Apple and Disney removing barriers, they are also
replacing barriers with more appealing paths.

The Power of Ubiquity
For the products to take hold, they need to be more than user friendly; they need to be pervasive. As Austin Carr of Fast Company notes,
Disney designed the MagicBands to support your visit to a metropolis
spanning 25,000 acres, comprising four theme parks, 140 attractions,
300 dining locations, and 36 resort hotels. To make the MagicBands
work, Disney installed more than 30 million square feet of WiFi coverage, akin to wiring an infrastructure the size of San Francisco. The result
is a tool that supports your visit before you even arrive at the park. As
Cliff Kuang of Wired writes,
It begins when you book your ticket online and
pick your favorite rides. Disney’s servers crunch
your preferences, then neatly package them
into an itinerary calculated to keep the route between stops from being a slog—or a frustrating zig-zag
back and forth across the park. Then, in the weeks before your trip, the
wristband arrives in the mail, etched with your name—I’m yours, try me on.
If you sign up in advance for the so-called “Magical Express,” the MagicBand replaces
all of the details and hassles of paper once you touch-down in Orlando. Express users
can board a park-bound shuttle, and check into the hotel. They don’t have to mind their
luggage, because each piece gets tagged at your home airport, so that it can follow
you to your hotel, then your room. Once you arrive at the park, there are no tickets to
hand over. Just tap your MagicBand at the gate and swipe onto the rides you’ve already
reserved. If you’ve opted in on the web, the MagicBand is the only thing you need.
It’s amazing how much friction Disney has engineered away: There’s no need to rent a
car or waste time at the baggage carousel. You don’t need to carry cash, because the
MagicBand is linked to your credit card. You don’t need to wait in long lines.
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As Kuang suggests, one of the less obvious but important keys of the
MagicBand’s success is the way Disney sets you up to use the wearable
before you leave home for your vacation. The My Disney Experience
website acts as home base to do all the heavy lifting for your vacation planning. On the website, you do all the important set-up, such
as booking your room at Disney resorts, making dining reservations
at on-property restaurants, purchasing theme park tickets, reserving
your FastPasses for your favorite rides, and ordering extra services
such as the MemoryMaker for photos. You can also purchase your
MagicBand and have all the details about your stay transferred to
your band.
And then, of course, you eventually leave the website behind. While
you are on property, you support your visit through digital in two
primary ways:
• The My Disney Experience app (for your mobile device)
helps you manage your FastPass+ selections as well as let
you know what the wait times are for other attractions
in the park.
• The elegant MagicBand supports all your transactions and
functions that do not require checking information or notifying.
Providing a comprehensive website for vacation planning and a simple wearable for onsite functions is a brilliant strategy. By guiding
guests through their customer experience -- from vacation planning to
the actual visit -- Disney keeps guests on property. And with stiffer competition emerging from Orlando attractions like the Wizarding World of
Harry Potter, keeping tourist dollars in Walt Disney World isn’t easy. Disney
is correctly anticipating that especially for families, the convenience of staying
in one cluster of Disney theme parks is a powerful lure. The longer you stay, the
more you pay. And swiping your wrist instead of digging for your credit card means
more impulse purchases on Disney property.
Here’s how Carolyn Heneghan of The Motley Fool describes the commercial appeal of the MagicBand:
The easier it is to make a purchase -- such as swiping a card versus counting dollars and change -- the easier it is
to spend money. Convenience, coupled with delighted ignorance of price or necessity, often leads to an impulse buy.
And that is exactly what Disney is banking on.
With MagicBands, Disney hopes that if it’s easier to make dining reservations from a smartphone app, then guests will
make more dining reservations. If guests don’t have to take their credit cards out to make a purchase, the easier and
faster it is to close on merchandise sales, before guests have time
to second-guess their purchase. Easy FastPass+ ride reservations help to keep guests in the park longer, and spending
their travel allowance.
Plus, additional revenue streams, such as limited-edition bands that cost more than twice the
retail price of the standard band -- and wristband accessories at extra cost -- rake in still
more cash.

The formula is simple: make it easy for guests
to spend, and have fun doing it.
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Meantime, Apple seeks to make the Apple Watch the fabric of your entire
life. As I noted in a recent blog post for BeyondCurious, thanks to the integration of third-party apps, the Apple Watch came out of the gate in April
with the ability to help you do everything from read the news to pay for your
parking meter. Consider just a few of the ways you can use the Apple Watch
depending on which app you’ve loaded:
•

Track how much food and water you consume throughout
the day.

•

Manage your monthly spending and saving.

•

Adjust the lighting and heat in your home, assuming you own a WiFi
enabled thermostat, lights, and bridge.

•

Create a shopping list and find items in a store.

•

Check into a hotel and open the door to your room.

•

Pay for a cup of coffee.

According to TechCrunch, more than 3,500 apps were available when Apple launched
the watch on April 24. By contrast, when Apple launched the iPhone in 2007, no installable apps were available (only
those that came with the phone). Apple wisely empowered third-party developers by releasing WatchKit tools shortly
after the watch was announced in fall 2014. And moreover, a crucial element of Apple Watch isn’t even an app: it’s
the Apple Pay technology inside the watch that makes it possible for consumers to pay for goods and services with a
simple swipe of the wrist.
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We’re still in the early days of Apple Pay, which was rolled out on October
20, 2014. Within three days of its launch, more than 1 million credit cards
had been registered on Apple Pay via iPhone 6 owners. Disney World
began supporting Apple Pay in December 2014, and Whole Foods
reports a 400-percent increase in mobile payments since the launch
of Apple Pay. As of May 2015, all four major credit-card companies -American Express, Discover Financial Services, MasterCard, and Visa
-- now support Apple Pay. As consumers become more comfortable
with the security of mobile payments, and as more consumers buy
into the ease of swiping to pay for goods and services, I expect
Apple Pay will live up to Tim Cook’s prediction that 2015 will be
the year of Apple Pay -- creating a mutually reinforcing growth
for Apple Watch.

Influence
The ultimate measure of Apple’s and Disney’s influence is how
well they affect other industries. During the Steve Jobs era, Apple
influenced, even disrupted, industries ranging from music to telecommunications. With the Apple Watch, Apple is in a position to
leave its imprint on a wide array of industries, such as automotive,
healthcare, and retail. One big reason: many of the high-profile
apps ready for launch day are coming from bellwether brands such as
American Airlines, BMW, and Starbucks. Apple is operating in a vast ecosystem
of brands that have a stake in the company’s success. Those brands are supporting a range
of lifestyle tasks such as conducting transactions, getting service, searching for goods and services,
staying up to date, and monitoring/managing. Here are some examples:

Conducting Transactions
Brands ranging from eBay to Starbucks are supporting purchases from the Apple Watch. The eBay app facilitates purchase by monitoring auctions that interest you, sending notices when you’ve been outbid, and allowing you to increase your bid. The Starbucks app helps you find stores, pay for coffee, and track rewards. With
the PayByPhone app, you can manage the boring-but-necessary task of paying a parking meter remotely, in
addition to getting a notification 10 minutes before your meter expires.

Getting Service
Customer support functions are already proliferating
on the Apple Watch, as businesses embed themselves
in our lives by helping us retrieve movie tickets, check
into flights, and open hotel doors. Airlines such as Air
Canada, American Airlines, and Qantas have developed apps to help you manage the tedium of airline
travel, including navigating the airport and checking
into your flight. Starwood Hotels & Resorts provides
end-to-end service, including giving you directions
to your hotel, checking in, unlocking your hotel room
without needing a key, and monitoring the balance of
your loyalty points.
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Searching
Apple Watch apps that help you find things are tapping into natural human behavior. Searching is one of the
fundamental needs we fulfill with our mobile devices, and most mobile searches lead to purchase. For instance,
Redfin is a real estate app that provides purchase information about homes for sale based on your location
as well as open houses nearby. (If you have ever gone house hunting and let an opportunity slip through your
fingers because you didn’t move fast enough, you’ll appreciate why location-based information is useful.) The
Target app helps you find items on your shopping list while you navigate a Target store.

Staying Up to Date
Businesses love to notify you when your context changes: they get your attention and hold it while you are engaged with information about a drop in prices, a change in the weather, or the availability of the shortest bathroom line at a concert venue. Because of the prominent location of the Apple Watch on your wrist, notification
will become a more common way for you to remain up to date.
The aforementioned American Airlines app lets you know when it is time to leave for the airport, and Instagram
will send you interactive notifications. The Wall Street Journal will send you stock notifications. And EPSN will
notify you of scores and other real-time information about games you’re watching (perfect for multi-tasking
sports fans who don’t want to adopt the antisocial posture of holding iPhones in front of their faces).

Monitoring and Managing
Apps that help us monitor and manage our lives hold strong promise with the Apple Watch. A slew of monitor-and-manage apps span many facets of our lives, from tracking fitness to saving money. Lifesum tracks how
much food and water you are consuming. Lifesum also counsels you on food portion sizes and other details
about food to eat and to avoid. Mint Personal Finance tracks your progress toward meeting monthly spending
goals. With the BMWi auto app, you can check charge status of an electric BMWi and perform other functions
such as adjusting the cabin temperature.
For its part, the Disney MagicBand has already inspired its design partner, Frog, to begin exploring smartband
technology in hospitals. And why would anyone outside Disney care? Because MagicBand does more than make
a park patron’s life easier and increase impulse purchases: it provides Disney a wealth of data about its customers’
preferences ranging from what souvenirs they like to what mid-afternoon snack they prefer at Epcot, akin to the
vaunted Harrah’s loyalty program. Disney can act on that data to provide more customized marketing and offers
to patrons while they are in the park as well as monitor the flow of foot traffic throughout Disney World.
Austin Carr quotes a Disney executive as saying
that before the advent of the MagicBand, “We
just treated everybody as a giant blob of people. It was time to figure out who our customers
were so we could better serve them and stop
delivering this one-size-fits-all experience.”
Motley Fool’s Carolyn Heneghan describes
what can happen when Disney acts on customer data to provide more targeted marketing:
This massive amount of guest data means Disney now has an even more powerfully targeted
marketing initiative than before. If Disney knows
where guests shopped and what items they
bought, Disney can send them deals specifically
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tailored to their interests. This type of customized marketing -- akin to what’s used for online ads that analyze browsing
histories -- could lead to even more impulse buys.
If a guest stays in a hotel at the Disney Resort and didn’t make FastPass+ reservations, Disney might assume that the
guest is going off the resort grounds to other Orlando attractions. To prevent losing that customer’s business for a day,
Disney might send discounts for meals in one of its parks to encourage the customer to at least stop in or, better for
Disney, cancel the off-site plans. The marketing potential is massive.

As Disney refines the MagicBand and gets more sophisticated about understanding customer behavior, we can expect Disney World to become a more personal
experience, not just a friendly one -- and beyond the park, too. Knowing exactly
how you spent your time and your money at Disney World helps Disney provide
more customized follow-through content through touch points such as email and
the My Disney Experience website to lure you back for a repeat visit.
As my colleague (and Disney enthusiast) John Hensler of Sunken Anchor Media
points out, the downside to creating a more customized experience is that customer segmentation can create alienation. As he told me, “Many park geeks are
concerned that once the system is fully reliable Disney will start to offer four (or
more) FastPass+ selections a day for those who stay in Disney’s most luxurious
digs -- or find some way to give them premium or early access to the system. As
it is right now, the folks staying on-property can make FastPass+ selections 60
days in advance of their visit, while those not staying on property can only make
them 30 days before their trip.” The challenge for Disney: reward the equivalent
of the Harrah’s “high roller” without making everyday guests feel marginalized.
Marketing authority Rohit Bhargava, author of the recently published Non-Obvious, says the MagicBand will inspire retailers to make their in-store experiences more personal. As he recently explained to The Street, “Consumer expectations thanks to Disney’s MagicBand is really high because now I can get recognized by name at Disney
when I go to the park. So for retailers, it’s going to be even more important to personalize the experience, to make
people feel like superstars.” He holds up MagicBand’s personalized technology as an enduring business trend.
There is another major force at play, too: Apple and Disney are tapping into a receptive audience of consumers.
People are willing to use wearables, but to date wearables have been largely the province of the health sector:
according to NPD Group, one in 10 U.S. adults uses a fitness tracker. But a fitness tracker is neither a fashion
statement nor an expression of brand loyalty. By creating aesthetically pleasing devices that perform more diverse functions, Disney and Apple have the potential to take wearables to another level. The Apple Watch won’t
win any fans among serious fitness athletes who rely on more advanced fitness trackers, but it promises to make
health-and-fitness monitoring more accessible to the masses.
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Launch and Learn
Neither Apple nor Disney waited for their wearables to
be perfect prior to launch, and both have experienced
bumps with their rollouts. For instance, during the test
run of MagicBands, MagicBands were criticized for
failing to integrate with the Disney Fastpass+ system
for reserving rides and avoiding long wait times. Disney addressed the shortcomings for the most part,
leading to a more improved experience than the early
days of the roll-out. Apple is now running into its own
blowback: to the chagrin of early adopters, it turns out
that tattoos can interfere with Apple Watch’s functionality, and according to The Wall Street Journal, watch shipments have been delayed by the need to fix a faulty
component. Moreover, the user experience, however well researched, could stand for simplification. To use
Apple Pay, Apple Watch owners need to double click a side button before you swipe your wrist (by contrast,
using the iPhone does not require the extra step of double clicking).
Seldom are new products perfect. But Apple and Disney have the resources and long-term vision to test, learn,
and improve. And here is where a big market maker brand wields an advantage: they can afford the imperfect
start. The question is not if, but when. Disney reports that the MagicBand is enjoying rapid uptake, with half of
Disney World guests having used them in 2014. Whether Apple Watch becomes a niche product for upscale
consumers or a popular wearable remains to be seen. UBS Analyst Steve Milunovich claims that Apple “somewhat botched the debut of Apple Watch” with a flawed roll-out. But his criticism was couched in context of a
vote of long-term support: “We are long-term bullish on the Watch as the interface to the Internet of Things;
the wrist is a natural place to put Apple technology.”
I agree with Milunovich’s assessment that we are in “just the first inning.” Both Apple and Disney are entering
a still-new field, wearables, as opposed to making a major leap in an already-established industry, as Apple did
by introducing the iPhone. Apple and Disney will succeed -- not because they have introduced a better product,
but because they are making new behaviors natural.
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“I Need a Wearables Strategy”
The success of MagicBands and Apple Watch’s potential for success would
seemingly place Disney and Apple into the category of disruptor brand -- the
company that introduces an idea that challenges the status quo. You might
be one of those organizations -- perhaps in retail or the service industry -wondering how wearables affect you or whether you need to adopt a wearables strategy. Here are three ways to assess the relevancy of wearables to
your business:
1. Understand Your Business and Marketing Needs
Re-assess your marketing strategy and goals (as you should be doing periodically, anyway) and ask how wearables would play a role. If your number one goal is to increase same-store sales, how might wearables support
that goal? How might wearables support a strategy to improve customer satisfaction? For instance:
•

The American Airlines Apple Watch app is a customer service play.

•

The Starbucks app is geared toward increasing high-volume purchases.

•

Disney’s MagicBand supports a strategy of making Disney World more relevant to a more digitally
savvy customer.

•

An ESPN Apple Watch app likely supports a goal of delivering content (especially sports scores)
faster and more efficiently.

Wearables need to support a strategy -- not define it.
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2. Design an Experience for Your Customer, Not the Device
Do your homework on your customer: how likely is she to be using wearables in the first place? And don’t
treat your customers like a faceless mass, especially if you are an enterprise brand with multiple locations. For
instance, a national drug store chain might find pockets of customer interest in wearables in cities such as San
Francisco, which could justify regional application.
Designing for the customer also means apply user experience tools such as journey maps and Web analytics to
get a complete snapshot of the devices and channels customers use to find your brand and conduct business
with you. You should ask:
•

What does my customer’s journey look like? What channels and devices do customers use to do product
research, find me, and do business with me?

•

Where are the pain points in the journey? Where could the experience be improved? Are customers using
mobile devices to find my services and products but cannot figure out where to find my location?

•

How might wearables help address those pain points?
For instance:
• The American Airlines Apple Watch app is designed to address a specific
pain point in the customer’s journey: navigating an airport and boarding an
airplane. An app for a portable device makes perfect sense in context.
• The Starbucks Apple Watch app helps people find a Starbucks, purchase
coffee, and track their reward points. Starbucks understands that a wearables
app can address common pain points with a high-volume business -- finding
coffee when you need a pick-me-up, navigating a Starbucks store quickly, and
getting rewarded for your next purchase.
• On the other hand, Disney knows that a common pain point is planning
a Disney vacation, given the numerous ticketing and lodging packages
available. But it’s unlikely that wearables will play a role in addressing that pain
point; instead, the answer is to continue to refine the My Disney Experience
website to support complex transactions. Disney wisely applies wearables to a
different pain point: managing your vacation on the ground at Disney World.

Designing for the customer also means designing for customer context. The MagicBand is unobtrusive. It does
not talk to you, buzz, or emit a bright light. Disney wants your attention focused on the park, not the device. On
the other hand, it makes perfect sense for an airlines app on an Apple Watch to notify you when your flight is
about to depart; or for the Starbucks Apple Watch app to offer repeat customers a discount for a new Starbucks
product as those customers happen to be walking by a local Starbucks. Here’s how my colleague Gib Olander
explains context in his recently published blog post:
Notifications are going to be big for marketers that understand context. For instance, a bakery that knows I stopped in
to buy bread for dinner last week on my walk home from the commuter train has an opportunity to bring me back for
repeat business by offering me information that fresh bread has just been baked when I am nearby. The bakery in that
example understands context: I have visited once, I love fresh bread, I’m walking by the location close to dinnertime,
and I have opted into receiving notifications. On the other hand, a bakery that blindly offers me a deal on my watch
randomly does not understand context.

Know your customer’s journey. Know how (and whether) a wearable can improve that journey. And if it makes
sense to integrate wearables into that journey, then understand context.
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3. Launch and Learn
As noted, Apple and Disney are launching and learning rather than getting everything perfect prior to launch -how else can you proceed in such a rapidly developing field? You will need to adopt a launch-and-learn mentality, too.
Launching and learning need not mean doing a massive rollout. Try a pilot project first. Identify a market where
your customers might be more receptive to wearables before expanding elsewhere.
Moreover, make sure you have a mechanism in place for getting customer feedback constantly -- and be ready
to act on that feedback, as Disney has done by improving MagicBands based on customer praise and criticism.
If you rely on social media typically as a customer feedback forum, make sure your social media team is prepared for the spike in customer comments that is bound to occur when you launch a wearables strategy.
A launch-and-learn mentality also means having patience and a thick skin. Consider the flak Apple is catching
over the shipment delays and the bugs in the first-generation Apple Watch. Do you have the thick skin Apple
needs to not only endure the blowback, but also learn from it?
Apple and Disney are vanguards with the power to ignite long-term behavioral trends. You might be thinking,
“But I’ll never be an Apple or a Disney.” Well, maybe you don’t aspire to have the scale of an Apple or Disney.
But by staying focused on your strategy, designing experiences for your customer, and adapting a launch-andlearn mentality, you can think, act, and succeed like they do.
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